2D motion analysis of long axis cardiac tagged MRI.
The tracking and reconstruction of myocardial motion is critical to the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease. Currently, little has been done for the analysis of motion in long axis (LA) cardiac images. We propose a new fully automated motion reconstruction method for grid- tagged MRI that combines Gabor filters and deformable models. First, we use a Gabor filter bank to generate the corresponding phase map in the myocardium and estimate the location of grid tag intersections. Second, we use a non-rigid registration module driven by thin plate splines (TPS) to generate a transformation function between tag intersections in two consecutive images. Third, deformable spline models are initialized using Fourier domain analysis and tracked during the cardiac cycle using the TPS generated transformation function. The splines will then locally deform under the influence of gradient flow and image phase information. The final motion is decomposed into tangential and normal components corresponding to the local orientation of the heart wall. The new method has been tested on LA phantoms and in vivo heart data, and its performance has been quantitatively validated. The results show that our method can reconstruct the motion field in LA cardiac tagged MR images accurately and efficiently.